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Edge-symmetric Orientable Imbeddings of Complete Graphs 
LYNNE D. JAMES 
In this paper the classification of the edge-symmetric imbeddings of the complete graphs Kn 
in orientable surfaces is completed. Biggs showed that regular imbeddings of complete graphs 
in oriented surfaces exist iff n is a prime power pe, his examples being Cayley maps based on 
the finite field F = GF(n). It has since been shown [5] that these are the only examples, and 
that there are cp(n - 1)/e isomorphism classes of such maps (where cp is Euler's function), each 
corresponding to a conjugacy class of primitive elements of F. We show that non-regular 
edge-symmetric imbeddings of complete graphs in oriented surfaces exist iff n is a prime power 
pe greater than 3 and congruent to 3 mod 4, that they too are Cayley maps based on the finite 
field F = GF(n), and that there are ~(n - 3)cp(n -1)/e isomorphism classes of such maps. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A map formed by imbedding a graph in an oriented surface is regular (respectively 
edge-symmetric, vertex-symmetric) if its (orientation-preserving) automorphism group 
acts transitively on directed edges (respectively edges, vertices). Clearly, any regular 
map is both edge-symmetric and vertex-symmetric. The order of the automorphism 
group of a map is a divisor of 2E, where E is the number of edges of the map [7]. This 
bound is achieved precisely when the map is regular. After regularity, edge-symmetry 
is the strongest symmetry property that a map can possess. Edge-symmetric maps are, 
moreover, strongly connected to regular hypermaps. 
The order of the automorphism group of a regular/non-regular edge-symmetric 
imbedding of a simple graph with n vertices is maximal precisely when the graph has 
the complete number of edges, that is, one for every pair of vertices. The regular 
imbeddings of the complete graphs Kn in orientable surfaces were classified in [5] by 
mainly group-theoretic methods based on the algebraic theory of orientable maps 
developed by Jones and Singerman [7] and by using the classification by Zassenhaus 
[12] of the finite sharply 2-transitive permutation groups. This note parallels [5] and 
completes the classification of the edge-symmetric imbeddings of the complete graphs 
in orientable surfaces, this time using the classification by Kantor [8] of the finite 
sharply 2-homogeneous permutation groups. 
Consideration of the Euler characteristic soon shows that there are no non-regular 
edge-symmetric orientable imbeddings of Kn for n ~ 3. The simplest example of a 
non-regular edge-symmetric orientable imbedding of a complete graph is given in 
Figure 1. We shall see later that this is the unique non-regular edge-symmetric 
orientable imbedding of K7 • There are three heptagonal faces and seven triangular 
faces; thus the map has genus 3. If we regard the triangular faces as hyperedges, the 
heptagonal faces as hyperfaces and the vertices as hypervertices, with incidence given 
by non-empty intersection, then this is one of the two regular imbeddings of the Fano 
plane, shown in Figure 2, regarded as a hypergraph [10], taking the points to be 
hypervertices and the lines to be hyperedges. The other is related to the unique regular 
orientable imbedding of K7 on a torus [11]. 
Biggs [2] showed that the vertex-symmetric imbeddings of Kn in an oriented surface 
may be described as Cayley maps M(F, F*, p), where F is a group of order nand 
p: F*~ F* is a cyclic permutation of the non-identity elements of F: the vertices of Kn 
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FIGURE 1. 
are labelled with the elements of F and, where p = (UI U2· •• Un-I), one imposes the 
cyclic order 
on the vertices adjacent to each vertex v. This defines the orientation at v, and gives a 
vertex-symmetric oriented imbedding of Kn • 
In [1] Biggs showed that Kn has a regular imbedding in an oriented surface iff n is a 
prime power pe. The examples he gave were Cayley maps .Al(F, F*, p) = .Al(u) based 
on the additive groups of the finite fields F = GF(n), where F* = F\{O} and 
p = (1 U uz . .. un - 2 ) for a primitive element u of F (that is, a generator for the 
multiplicative group F* = F\{O}). The automorphism group of each of these maps is 
isomorphic to the group AGL(l, F) of affine transformations of F. 
In [5] it was shown that these are the only regular oriented imbeddings of complete 
graphs and that .Al(u) and .Al(u') are isomorphic iff u and u' are conjugate under the 
Galois group of F over its prime field. Now F has 4>(n -1) primitive elements (where 
4> is Euler's function) and the Galois group is of order e (for n = pe) and acts without 
fixed points on the set of primitive elements. Thus there are exactly 4>(n - 1)/e regular 
oriented imbeddings of Kn up to isomorphism. 
The aim of this note is to prove that Kn has a non-regular edge-symmetric oriented 
imbedding iff n is a prime power greater than 3 and congruent to 3 mod 4. These 
imbeddings may be described as Cayley maps .Al(F, F*, p) = .Al(u, j), based on the 
additive groups of the finite fields F = GF(n), where F* = F\{O} and p = 
(1 ui U Z ui + Z u4 • •• Ui +n - 3 ) for a primitive element u of F and an odd integer j, 
1 < j < n - 1. The automorphism group of each of these maps is isomorphic to the 
FIGURE 2. 
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unique subgroup of index 2 in AGL(1, F). Two such maps, At(u, j) and At(u', j'), are 
isomorphic iff u and u' are conjugate under the Galois group of F over its prime field, 
and either j' == j or j' == 2 - j mod n - 1. Thus there are exactly l(n - 3)q,(n - 1)/e 
non-regular edge-symmetric oriented imbeddings of Kn (n = pe == 3 mod 4), where q, is 
Euler's function. 
As in [5], the methods used are mainly group-theoretic, based on the algebraic 
theory of orientable maps, but in this case dependent on the classification by Kantor [8] 
of the finite sharply 2-homogeneous permutation groups. 
2. ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF MAPS 
A general algebraic theory of maps on orientable surfaces was described in [7] and 
summarized in [6]. The maps we shall consider here are all (n - 1)-valent and compact. 
We briefly outline this part of the theory. 
A map At is a finite, connected graph '§ with vertex set 'Y, imbedded (without 
crossings) in a surface g which is compact, connected, oriented and without boundary; 
the faces of At (the connected components of g\ W) are homeomorphic to an open disc. 
Let Q be the set of darts of At (the directed edges of W). These can be represented as 
follows: whenever an edge e meets a vertex v we draw an arrow on g directed along e 
towards v. Thus each edge e carries two darts, a and (3. We define a permutation x of 
Q by interchanging each such pair, so that x is a product of disjoint transpositions 
(a{3), one for each edge e. For each vertex v E "11', the orientation of g induces a cyclic 
permutation of the darts pointing towards v, and these form the disjoint cycles of a 
permutation y of Q. Thus the order k of y is the least common multiple of the valencies 
of the vertices. The permutations x and yare illustrated in Figure 3. 
Let G be the subgroup of the symmetric group S Q generated by x and y. Since '§ is 
connected, G acts transitively on Q. Let r be the free product [9] 
r= C2 *Ck 
= (X, y I X 2 = yk = 1). 
Since x 2 = yk = 1, there is an epimorphism () from the group r onto G, with X() = x, 
y() = y, and thus a transitive action of ron Q. The map subgroup M associated with At 
is the stabilizer in r of a dart a E Q. This determines M up to conjugacy. The bijection 
0: F/ M ~ Q, taking the coset Mg(g E r) to the dart ag(), makes the following diagram 
commute: 
riM x r ---+ F/M 
H1 °1 Ie 
Q xG---+ Q 
where the horizontal arrows denote the (right) group action. Thus the action of ron 
F/ M (by right multiplication) is isomorphic to the action of G on Q. We assume that At 
is k-valent; that is, each vertex of '§ is k-valent. Thus M is torsion-free since the only 
elements of finite order in r are the conjugates of powers of X and Y [9, Theorem 
IV.1.6], and the index of Min r is IQI = 2E, where E is the (finite) number of edges 
of At. 
Conversely, each torsion-free subgroup M of finite index in r determines a k-valent 
map At: we take Q to be the set of cosets Mg (g E r), then we allow r to act by right 
multiplication and let the edges, vertices and faces be the cycles of X, Y and Y-1X 
respectively, with incidence corresponding to non-empty intersection of orbits. 
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Let .MI and ~ be k-valent maps, and let Qi, G i, 0i and M; (i = 1, 2) have the 
obvious meanings. Then an (orientation-preserving) isomorphism .MI--~ is a 
bijection 1jJ: QI-- Q 2 commuting with the actions 01 and O2 of ron Q I and Q2' Such 
an isomorphism exists (written .MI =~) iff Ml and M2 are conjugate in r. So the 
isomorphism classes of k-valent maps .M are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
conjugacy classes of torsion-free subgroups M of finite index in r. 
The group A of (orientation-preserving) automorphisms of a map .M consists of those 
permutations of Q that commute with the transitive action of G. It follows that the 
stabilizer in A of a dart a E Q is the identity subgroup, and so if 'ti is a simple graph 
then A is faithfully represented by its action on the vertices of .M. 
Let N be the normalizer in r of a map subgroup M. The action of A on Q can be 
realized as the faithful action of N/M by left multiplication Mu:Mg>--+Mu-1g 
(u EN, gET) on T/ M. In particular, if M is chosen to stabilize a dart pointing towards 
a vertex v then the stabilizer in A of v is isomorphic to M(N n (Y»)/ M. Thus Au is 
cyclic, consisting of rotations about v. 
For H:s:; r, the action of N / M by left multiplication on the orbits MgH (g E T) is 
transitive iff r = NH. Taking H = 1, we see that a map is regular iff M is a normal 
subgroup of r; a map is edge-symmetric iff r = N (X); and a map is vertex-symmetric 
iff r=N(Y). 
Now suppose that .M is non-regular, edge-symmetric and vertex-symmetric. Con-
sideration of the coset diagram of N in r with respect to X and Y shows that this 
happens iff N has generators R = y2 and Z = Y-1X and k is even. In this case N 
consists of all words of even length in the generators X and Y. This subgroup is 
denoted r+. We easily obtain a presentation: 
r+ = (R, Z I R!k = 1). 
In this case, writing each dart in the form ag (g E G), A is generated by the 
permutations 
r: ag>--+ ar-1g and i: ag>--+ az-1g, 
where r = RO and z = ZO. The automorphism r represents a rotation of .M of order !k 
about the vertex towards which a is directed, and generates the stabilizer in A of that 
vertex. The automorphism i represents a rotation of .M about the centre of the face 
bounded by a. These rotations are shown in Figure 4. There are two orbits of darts 
under the action of A, represented by a and ax, and two orbits of faces, represented 
by a (z) and ax (z ). 
We now determine those M for which .M is a non-regular edge-symmetric orient able 
imbedding of a complete graph. 
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3. COMPLETE GRAPHS AND AFFINE TRANSFORMATIONS 
Throughout this section G(F) denotes the group AGL(I, F) of all affine 
transformations 
fl-+af + b (a, b E F, a *0) 
of a near-field F. This group has a regular normal subgroupT(F) = (F, +), consisting 
of the translations 
(b E F), 
complemented by the stabilizer of 0, Go(F), consisting of the scalar transformations 
Sa: f 1-+ af (a E F\{O}), 
which is isomorphic to the multiplicative group F* = F\{O}. 
A near-field F is a field iff F* is abelian. In this case, if F is finite and of odd 
characteristic p then G(F) has a unique subgroup of index 2, consisting of the 
tranformations 
(a, b E F, a * 0). 
Let A(F) denote this subgroup of G(F). Clearly, T(F) is the unique, and thus 
characteristic, Sylow p-subgroup of A(F). For each prime power n we denote the finite 
field of order n by GF(n). 
A permutation group A is sharply 2-homogeneous if it acts transitively on unordered 
pairs of distinct points, and the stabilizer of an unordered pair of distinct points is the 
trivial subgroup. Kantor [8] showed that we can identify the action of any finite sharply 
2-homogeneous group A with the transitive action of a subgroup of index 2 in G(F) on 
a near-field F, where IFI = 3 mod 4. Under the identification constructed by Kantor, Ao 
is centralized by an element of Go(F)\Ao. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let.At be an (n - I)-valent map, n > 3, and let M be a corresponding 
map subgroup of r = C2 * Cn-I. Then .At is a non-regular edge-symmetric imbedding of 
Kn iff r+ is the normalizer of M in rand r+ / M = A(F), where F = GF(n) and n is a 
prime power congruent to 3 mod 4. 
PROOF. If the normalizer of M in r is r+ then .At is non-regular and edge-
symmetric. If also r+ / M = A(F), where F is as above, then there is an epimorphism 
r+ -+ A(F), with kernel M, taking the generators Rand Z of r+ to generators f, of 
order !(n - 1), and z in A(F). The number of vertices of .At is IQI/(n - 1) = 
IT/MI/(n -1) = 21r+ /MI/(n -1) = 2IA(F)I/(n -1) = n, and so the underlying graph 
must be Kn if there are no loops or multiple edges. 
If there is a loop then all edges are loops, against the connectedness of the graph. If 
there is a multiple edge then all edges are multiple. Thus, for some i, j =1= 0 mod n - 1, 
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XyiXyi E M ~ r+ . It follows that i :; j mod 2. If i is odd then xyixyj = 
Z-lR!(i-l)Z-lR!(j-l) and thus r1f!(i-l)r1f!(j-l) is the identity in A(F). Now, letting 
o(g) denote the order of any group element g, we have oCr) = !en -1) and so 
fit T(F). Thus f has a fixed point, which we can assume to be 0 by conjugation. So for 
some a, bE F*, c E F we have f = s~, i-I = s~tc. Furthermore, (r, i) = A(F) and so 
c =1= O. Applying the scalar transformation f-!(j-l) = r1f!(i-l)r\ which should fix 0, 
we find that a i - 1b2 = -1. But !(n -1) is odd, and so -1 is not a square of F*. Similar 
arguments show that i cannot be even, thus the underlying graph is Kn. 
Conversely, suppose that Al is a non-regular edge-symmetric imbedding of Kn. Then 
A is faithfully represented by its action on the vertices as a sharply 2-homogeneous 
permutation group. By Kantor's classification, we can identify this action with the 
transitive action of a subgroup of index 2 in G(F) on a near-field F, where 
IFI :; 3 mod 4. Thus Al is vertex-symmetric, and so the normalizer of M in r is r+. 
Under the identification constructed by Kantor, Ao is centralized by an element of 
Go(F)\Ao, but Ao is abelian and Go(F)/Ao is cyclic, and thus Go(F) is abelian. Hence 
F=GF(n)andr+/M=A=A(F). 0 
From now on, we let F = GF(n), where n is a prime power greater than 3 and 
congruent to 3 mod 4. 
Let Al, Al' be (n - I)-valent maps, and let M, M' be corresponding map subgroups 
of r = C2 * Cn-l. Suppose that M, M' are kernels of epimorphisms from r+ to A(F) 
taking (R, Z) to (f, i), (f', i') respectively. Let [f, i] denote the orbit of (f, i) in 
A(F) X A(F) under Aut(A(F». Then r+ is the normalizer of M in riff M =1= MX; 
.4l=.4l' iff M'E{M,MX}; M'=M iff [r',i']=[f,i]; M'=Mx iff [f,i']= 
[rlfi, rl;:-l]. If [f', i'] = [rlfi, r1f-l], then we say [r', i'] is X-paired with [f, i]. 
Clearly this is a symmetric relation. The subsets of orbits which are X -paired are called 
X-pairs or X-pairings. An X-pairing is said to be proper if it consists of two orbits and 
is said to self-pair if it consists of one orbit, in which case that one orbit is said to be 
self X -paired. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The isomorphism classes of non-regular edge-symmetric oriented 
imbeddings of Kn are in one-to-one correspondence with the proper X -pairs of orbits of 
Aut(A(F» on the set 
~ = {(f, i) E A(F) x A(F) I A(F) = (f, i), oCr) = !(n -I)}. 
We shall determine these X-pairs in the next section. 
4. GENERATING PAIRS 
In this section we let G, A and T denote G(F), A(F) and T(F) respectively. Let P 
be the set of primitive elements of F, that is, generators of the cyclic group F*, and let 
p 2 = {a 2 1 a E P}. If a E P then -a = a!(n+l) It P since !(n + 1) is even. Hence 1P21 = 
IPI = l/>(n - 1). Each element of G can be written uniquely in the form g = Satb: f ...... 
af + b (a E F*, bE F); we define Il: G -+ F* to be the homomorphism g ...... a. For f E A, 
o(f) = !(n -1) iff Il(f) E p2. Let L! = {(f, i) E A x A 11l(r) E p2}. Then ~ = {(f, i) E 
L! I A = (f, i)}. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (a, b) E P x F*. Then (s~, S~tl) E~. 
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PROOF. Clearly, (s~, s~tl) E.1. Since s~ generates A o, (s~, s~tl) contains all non-
trivial translations 
t . = (S2)-}..(i)to(i)(S2)}..(i) 
a' a 1 a . , 
where lei) = ~i(n + 1) and a(i) = (_I)i; whence (s~, S~tl) E~. D 
We note that Inn(G) acts as a group of automorphisms of A. 
LEMMA 4.2. A pair (f, i) E.1 lies in ~ iff (f, i) is equivalent under Inn(G) to 
(s~, S~tl) lor some (a, b) E P x F*. 
PROOF. If (f, i) E ~ then f has order !(n - 1) and so f ft T. Thus f has a fixed point, 
and so it is conjugate, by a translation t E T, to an element of Ao. Thus (ft, it) = 
(s~, sk) for some a, bE F*, c E F. Furthermore, (f, i) =A and so c *0. Thus tc is 
conjugate, by a scalar transformation s E Go, to t1; whence (fts , its) = (s~, S~tl)' 
Moreover, a2 = !l(fts ) = !l(f) E p2 and so, without loss of generality, a E P. 
The converse follows from Lemma 4.1, since ~ is invariant under Inn(G). D 
Thus each orbit of Aut(A) on ~ contains at least one pair (s~, S~tl) with 
(a, b) E P x F*; so to determine the orbits it is sufficient to determine when such pairs 
are equivalent under Aut(A). 
Let Gal(F) denote the Galois group of F over its prime field. Then each 1jJ E Gal(F) 
induces an automorphism 1jJ of A, sending each element S~tb to S~",tb"" Clearly 1jJ 
fixes t1• 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (a,b), (a',b')EPXF*. Then (S~,S~tl) and (s~"S~'tl) are 
equivalent under Aut(A) iff (a2, b2) and (a'2, b'2) are conjugate under Gal(F). 
PROOF. If some 1jJ in Gal(F) sends (a2, b2) to (a,2, b,2), then 1jJ sends (s~, S~tl) to 
(s~" S~,tl)' 
Conversely, suppose that a in Aut(A) sends (s~, S~tl) to (s~" S~,tl)' Then Ao and T 
are invariant under a, since s~ generates Ao and since T is characteristic in A. Thus, 
since each element of A is uniquely expressible as st (s E A o, t E T), a sends s~ to s~, 
and fixes t1. Since a, a' E P we have a' = am for some m coprime to n-l. 
Furthermore, b'2 = b2m since, writing b = ak, a sends s~ = s~ to s~~ = s~km = s~. The 
function 1jJ: F - F, I ~ 1m restricts to an automorphism of the multiplicative group F*, 
taking (a2, b2) to (a,2, b'2). We shall show that 1jJ is also an automorphism of the 
additive group of F, and hence an element of Gal(F). Then, clearly, £1'= 1jJ as 
required. 
We must show that (fl + h)'P = Ir + l'f for all 111 12 E F. Since 01/1 = ° we can assume 
that both 11 and h are non-zero. If It + h = ° then (fl + 12) 1/1 = ° and Ir + l'f = IT' + 
(-/l)m = IT'(1 + (_I)m) = ° since m is odd. Hence we can assume that 11 + h is 
non-zero. 
For any integers i, j, k consider the word 
W(g, h) = g-}..(i)h°(i)g}..(i)-}..(j)h°(j)g}..(j)-}..(k)h -o(k)g}"(k). 
We see that W(s~, t1) is a translation tet where c = ai + ai - ak. Now s~, = s~m, so by 
replacing g by gm and recalling that m is odd, we find that W(s~" t1) = tc" where 
c' = aim + aim _ akm. 
Since Iv 12 and 11 + 12 are all non-zero, we have 11 = ai, 12 = ai and 11 + 12 = ak for 
suitable integers i, j, k; in the above notation this gives c = ° so that W(s~, t 1) = 1, and 
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hence (applying ijJ) we have W(s;., t1) = 1. Thus c ' = 0; that is, akm = aim + aim. Hence 
(/1 +f2)1/!=ft+ff. 0 
COROLLARY 4.4. Two pairs (f, i), (r', i') E I are equivalent under Aut(A) iff (ll(f), 
ll(i» and (ll(f ' ), ll(i '» are conjugate under Gal(F). 
In fact, these arguments show that every automorphism of A is the composition of an 
inner automorphism of G and a 'field automorphism' ijJ; in other words, Aut(A) can be 
identified with the group ArL(l, F) of transfomrations f ~ af1/! + b (a E F*, b E F, 1jJ E 
Gal(F», acting by conjugation on its normal subgroup A. 
As remarked at the beginning of this section, if a E P then -a It P. It follows that if R 
is a set of representatives for the orbits of Gal(F) on P then R2 is a set of 
representatives for the orbits of Gal(F) on p2. According to Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, 
{(s;, s~tl) I (a2, b2) E R2 X (F*)2} is a set of representatives for the orbits of Aut(A) on 
I. If n = pe == 3 mod 4 (p prime) then Gal(F) is cyclic of order e, being generated by 
the Frobenius automorphism f~fP. Thus IR21 = IRI = q,(n -l)/e and, clearly, 
I(F*)21 = !(n - 1). 
According to Corollary 4.4, if (f, i) E I then [f, i] is X -paired with [r', i '], that is, 
[Z-lfi, Z-l f l] = [f', i'], iff (1l(r), ll(i)-lll(r)-I) and (1l(r'), ll(i '» are conjugate 
under Gal(F). Thus [f, i] is self X-paired iff ll(i)2 = ll(f)-I. This has precisely one 
solution for ll(i), since (ll(f), ll(i» E p2 x (F*)2. In other words, for any given a2 E R2 
there is precisely one b2 E (F*f, the solution to (b2)2 = (a2)-l, such that [s;, s~tl] is self 
X-paired. Hence the total number of proper X-pairs of orbits of Aut(A) on I is 
H!(n -1) -l}q,(n -l)/e = l(n - 3)q,(n -l)/e. Thus, by Corollary 3.2, we have: 
THEOREM A. For each prime power n = pe == 3 mod 4, the number of isomorphism 
classes of non-regular edge-symmetric oriented imbeddings of Kn is 
l(n - 3)q,(n - l)/e. 
5. DESCRIPTION OF THE MAPS 
We can construct the non-regular edge-symmetric oriented imbeddings of Kn , n > 3, 
from the pairs (f, i) E I for which [f, i] is not self X -paired, in the following way. The 
Cayley diagram of A(F), with respect to (f, i), gives the coset diagram of a subgroup 
M in r+, with respect to (R, Z). Conjugation by X induces an automorphism of r+ 
which can be used to construct the coset diagram of M in r, as illustrated in Figure 5. 
This gives a non-regular edge-symmetric oriented imbedding of Kn , with edges, 
vertices and faces corresponding to cycles of X, Y and Z respectively, incidence given 
by non-empty intersection of orbits. We denote this map by .M.(f, i). We have 
W(R,Z) 
r~W(R,Z) 
X X 
MX MW(R,Z)X 
W(Z-1 RZ,Z·1R-1) 
FIGURE 5. 
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.Al(f, i) = .Al(f', i') iff (Il(f'), Il(i'» is conjugate under Gal(F) to either (Il(f), Il(i» or 
(Il(f), 1l(Z- lr l». Each isomorphism class contains a map .Al(s~, s~tl) for some 
(a, b) E P X F* for which b4 *" a-2. If we denote this map by .Al(a, b) then: 
THEOREM B. The non-regular edge-symmetric oriented imbeddings of Kn are 
isomorphic to the maps .Al(a, b), where (a, b) EP X F* and b4 *" a-2. We have 
.Al(a, b)=.Al(a', b') iff (a,2, b'2) is conjugate under Gal(F) to either (a2, b2) or 
( 2 -2b-2) a, a . 
We can give an alternative description of .Al(a, b) as one of the Cayley maps 
introduced by Biggs in [2J (see also [3, Ch. 5]). Let f = s; and i = s~tl> (a, b) E P X F*, 
and let g E A be given by 
g = s~td:f~C2f + d, 
where c E F* and dE F. Then the coset g(f) consisting of the elements 
gfi:f~a2i(c2f + d) 
contains a unique translation tdlc2 (with a2i = c-2 ). We label the (Y)-orbit MU (Y) of 
the coset MU E r+ / M, corresponding to g, with the element v = d/c2 E F. This gives a 
bijection between 'V and F. We have 
MUX(Y) = MUXY(Y) =MUZ-l(y) 
and 
MUy2X(Y) = MUy2xy(y) = MUy2Z- I (y). 
The cosets MUZ-l, MUXY and MUy2Z- 1 correspond to the elements 
gz-l:f~b-2C2f + b-2(d -1), 
grz:f~b2a2c2f + (b2a2d + 1), 
grz-l:f ~ b-2a2c2f + b-2(a2d -1), 
and so have (Y)-orbits labelled (d - 1)/c2 = V - c-2, (b2a2d + 1)/b2a2c2 = v + 
b-2a-2c-2 and (a2d -1)/a2c2 = v - a-2c-2 respectively. Thus, writing a-I = u and 
-a-2b -2 = ui, the vertices adjacent to v are labelled with the elements of F\{ v} = 
v + F* in the cyclic order 
v -1, v - ui, V - u2, V - U(j+2), V - u4, V - U(j+4), ... , v - u(j+n-3). 
Thus .Al(a, b) may be described as a Cayley map .Al(F, F*, p) = .Al(u, j), U E P, j E 7L, 
where F = GF(n) as an additive group, n = 3 mod 4, the generating set for F is 
F* = F\{O}, and p is the permutation of F* defined by 
p I (F*)' = S~2-i): f ~ u(2-j)f, 
pIF*'(F*)2 = s~: f ~ uif· 
Clearly, u takes all values in P, as does a. Moreover, 
b4 = a-2<;:::>b2 = -a-l<;:::>u = ui. 
Hence ui takes all odd powers of u except u itself, as b2 takes all squares in F* except 
that for which b4 = a-2• 
Let (a', b') E P x F*, a,-l = u' and -a,-2b,-2 = u,j'. Suppose that some 1jJ E Gal(F) 
sends u' to u. Then 
(b'2)", = b2<;:::> (-a,-2b'-2)", = -a-2b-2<;:::> (u,j')", = ui <;:::> j' = j mod n - 1 
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and 
(b'2)1/' = a-2b-2~( _a'-2b'-2)1/' = -b2~(U'j')1/' = u2-j~j' = 2 - j modn-1. 
Thus we have the following: 
THEOREM B'. The non-regular edge-symmetric oriented imbeddings of Kn are 
isomorphic to the maps At(u, j), u E P, j odd, 1 < n -1. We have At(u, j) = At(u', j') iff 
u and u' are conjugate under Gal( F), and either j' = j or j' = 2 - j mod n - 1. 
We now consider the genus of such a map. Let At be a non-regular edge-symmetric 
oriented imbedding of Kn , n > 3. We have At == At(r, i) for some (r, i) E I, [r, i] not 
self X -paired. Let a be any dart stabilized by the kernel of the epimorphism from r+ 
to A(F) sending (R, Z) to (r, i). Thus a corresponds to a point in the Cayley diagram 
of A(F) with respect to (r, i). Let Pi, F2 denote the numbers of faces in the orbits of A 
of the faces bounded by a(z) and ax(z) respectively. Let mi and m2 denote the 
numbers of sides of these faces. The two faces incident with any of the !n(n - 1) edges 
are in different orbits of A (represented by either a(z) or ax(z» and so 
Pimi = Pzm2 = !n(n -1); whence At has FI + F2 = !n(n -1)(mll + m;:l) faces. Now, 
mi and m2 are the least positive integers such that azm , = a and axzm2x = a. Thus mi 
is the order of i and m2 is the order of ri, since xzm2x = (XZX)m28 = (Z- IR- I)m28 = 
(z- l r- l )m2• Without loss of generality, r = s~ and i = s~tl for some a E P, b E F*. 
We have Al(r, i) = At(a, b) = At(u, j), where a-I = u and -a-2b-2 = uj, u E P, 
,. odd 1 <,' < n - 1 Thus i = s2-j+!(n-l)t and ri = s-j+!(n-I)t· whence if 
, • u, 1 u 1, 
2 - j = !(n - 1) mod n - 1 then mi = P else m i = !(n - 1)/(n - 1, 2 - j), and if 
j =!(n - 1) mod n - 1 then m2 = P else m2 = !(n - 1)/(n - 1, j). Thus if either 
j = !(n -1) or 2 - j = !(n - 1) mod n -1 then Fi + Pz = n + !n(n -1)lp else 
Fi + Pz = n{(n -1, j) + (n - 1, 2 - j)}. Hence if either j =!(n -1) or 2 - j = 
!(n -1) mod n -1 then At has genus l(n -1){n(p -1) - 4p }Ip else At has genus 
In{(n - 3) - 2(n - 1, j) - 2(n -1, 2 - j)} + 1. 
Similar arguments [4] show that all Petrie paths in At, that is, all orbits of 
(X-Iy-Ixy) on Q, lie in a single orbit of A of size !n(n - 1)lm3' where m3 is the 
order of iri, each Petrie path having 2m3 sides. In the above notation, m3 = 
(n - 1)/(n - 1, 2(j - 1». 
Thus, for a given n, the various non-regular edge-symmetric oriented embeddings of 
Kn cannot be distinguished by the more obvious topological features such as faces, 
genus or Petrie paths; similarly, there are no obvious algebraic distinctions, since they 
all have the same automorphism group. We shall see in the next section that properties 
such as reftexibility and duality are completely independent of the imbedding. 
6. REFLEXIBILITY AND DUALITY 
The mirror-image .it of a map At is given by reversing the cyclic order of the edges at 
each vertex; that is, replacing the generating pair (x, y) of G by (x, y-I). We shall call 
a map At reflexible if .it = At. In our case, if a is a dart of Al stabilized by Min r, then 
the corresponding dart Ii' of .it is stabilized by !VI in r, where !VI is the image of M in r 
under the group automorphism which sends (X, Y) to (X, y- I ). If M is the kernel of 
an epimorphism from r+ onto A(F) sending (R, Z) to (r, i) then !VI is the kernel of an 
epimorphism from r+ onto A(F) sending (R, Z) to (r-1, ri). Thus .it(r, i) = 
At(r-1, ri) = At(r-t, Z-I). By Lemma 4.2, Al(r, i) = At(a, b), where a = /l(r) and 
b = /l(i); whence .it(a, b) = At(a- I, b-I ). Hence a necessary condition for At(r, i) to 
be reftexible is that a-2 = a2pi for some i, 0,,;;; i,,;;; e - 1, n = pe, which is impossible for 
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n > 3. Thus there are no reftexible non-regular edge-symmetric oriented embeddings of 
Kn. Furthermore, by the results of the previous section, .4l has at least n + 1 faces, and 
so cannot be self-dual under the well known duality of maps that interchanges vertices 
and faces. 
7. DISTINGUISHING NON-ISOMORPHIC IMBEDDINGS 
We now give a simple algorithm that determines whether two non-regular edge-
symmetric oriented imbeddings of Kn (drawn on surfaces in ~3 or on polygons in ~2 
with sides identified, for instance) are isomorphic. 
Consider any directed edge of such a map, from vertex Vo to vertex v., say, denoted 
by (v., vo). The orientation induces a cyclic ordering (vo VI" 'Vn -2) of the vertices 
adjacent to v •. There is a unique map autormorphism .r1(v., vo) that sends (v., vo) 
to (Vn -2, v.). This represents a rotation about the centre of the face bounded by 
(v., vo) of compatible orientation and induces a permutation Z-1(V., vo) of the 
indexing set {*,O, 1, ... , n - 2}. By definition, i-1(v., vo) sends (*,0) to (n - 2, *) 
and its effect on {I, . . . , n - 2} is illustrated in Figure 6, where .r1(v., vo) and 
i-1(v., vo) are abbreviated to i-I and i-I respectively. 
Conversely, i(v., vo); that is, (Z-I(V., VO»-1 completely determines the isomorph-
ism class of the map. For if y is the permutation (0 1· .. n - 2) and f = y-2 then 
i(v., vo) and f generate the map automorphism group A and the kernel of the 
epimorphism from r+ to A sending (R, Z) to (f, i(v., vo» is a map subgroup. 
If 1/J is an isomorphism between two such maps .4l and .4l' with distinguished darts 
(v., vo) and (v~, v~) then, for some automorphism l/J of.4l and some permutation {) of 
{*,O}, 1/J o l/J sends (V6(.),V6(O» to (v~,v~). Thus .4l'=.4l iff Z-1(V~,V~) is either 
i-1(v., vo) or i-1(vo, v.). 
If i is the permutation of {I, ... ,n - 2} that sends i to n -1- i then we may clearly 
replace the role of Z-1 in the above by ft=i oY°Z-l. By definition, ft(v., vo) sends 
(*,0) to (0, *) and its action on {I, ... ,n - 2} can easily be read off by inspection of 
any map, as illustrated in Figure 7, where Z-1( v. , vo) and ft( v. , vo) have been 
abbreviated to i-I and ft respectively: For 1 ~ i ~ n - 2, find the unique vertex Vi such 
that (vo, v., Vi) subtends i faces (according to the given orientation), then find the 
number of faces j subtended by (Vi' Vo, v.). We see that j is ft(i) as follows . By 
definition, (vo, v., Vi-1(i» subtends i-l(i) faces. Therefore (Vn -2, v., Vi-1(i» subtends 
one more face modn -1; that is, yi-1(i) faces. Hence (Vi-1(i), v., Vn -2) subtends the 
complementary number of faces; that is, n -1- yZ-l(i), which is ijiZ-l(i~in other 
o Orientoation 
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words, ft(i) faces. Now we apply the map automorphism z to (Vi-I(i), V*' V n -2) to see 
that its image (Vi' Vo, V*) must also subtend ft(i) faces. Thus j is ft(i) as required. 
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